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Much of our activity is governed by the seasons. During the winter we are full
tilt on planting programs and there is little time for anything else (the 2022
campaign is already underway with around a thousand Baumea laxa planted
last weekend!) So maintenance and other activities must wait until there is
time to do them. The projects we have received funding for must always
remain a priority and over the summer of 2021/22 woody weeding absorbed
virtually all our resources for four months (see Creek Lines issue #2). So we
had to wait until April before we could commence work on some urgent
maintenance issues. The two main targets of this work were the Weir and the
Little Dam (the one just above the Cascades).

MAINTENANCE

The Weir is now quite old. Based on aerial photographs, it was probably
originally constructed between 1961 and 1965 by Arthur Valentine Rutherford
Abbott (who owned the land on which the Weir is constructed between 1958
and 1973) - when it was resumed by the State Government and incorporated
into the park. We know very little about the Abbott family’s time in Lesmurdie
and if anyone can provide further details or a family contact we could talk to,
we would be very grateful indeed. For more details on Mr Abbott’s rather
distinguished career - here is a link.
Mr Arthur Valentine Rutherford Abbott
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The first task was to repair the eroded areas created by the water flowing from the leaks. The southern
wall had the largest flow visible and so we started there in early April. The point where the water flowed
under the spillway was enlarged and an inspection hole was cut into the floor of the spillway. This gave
us fairly good access to the cavity below the spillway surface. Concrete was used to fill as much of this
cavity as possible, from the entrance point through to, and including, the chamber. The cavity turned
out to be much larger than we originally anticipated but it was eventually filled and resulted in a greatly
reduced volume of water exiting below the Weir wall.
However it didn’t stop all the flow and therefore we decided to drain the weir and patch as many of the
holes and cracks on the inner surface as we could find.

Dick's digger was a huge help in cleaning out the silt.
Removing the silt allowed us to expose and treat those cracks and holes in the lower part of the Weir.
The internal walls were then washed down for better visibility and every crack and hole we could find
was plugged with a cement mix which incorporated a waterproofing compound.
Once again we have occasion to thank the Parker family and SG Enviro for generously providing an
excavator to remove the accumulated silt in the weir.

The resident crustaceans were relocated upstream
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Pressure washing the interior walls
Despite a very thorough search and plug operation, I’m afraid we still have leaks in the walls. Not
surprising really in such an old structure. Once again the flow decreased but hasn’t entirely stopped. We
believe that the leaks are mainly in the upper part of the walls (probably because leaks lower down are
partly sealed by the soil on the outer side of the walls) and further work will need to be done later this year
or early next year to address those problems. We are winning, it is just that more work is still required.

With the weir empty, work focussed on patching potential leaks.
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The Little Dam

is another old structure and during the winter of 2021 half the dam wall was
washed away by floods after heavy rain. The broken section remained largely intact and also remained
close to its original location.

Dambuster! Big floods in 2021 broke off a big wall section of the little
dam downstream. See LH side next to boy.

One option was to break up the
damaged section of the wall and
rebuild from scratch. However this
dam is another historical structure
which provided water for a house
further up the hill on the southern
side of the brook and, for that
reason, we felt it was important to
retain it in as close to original
condition as practicable.

The bed under the original line of the broken section was excavated and then filled with wet cement.
Using three heavy duty crowbars the broken section of wall was then levered into position on top of the
wet cement, levelled, gaps filled and then left to bond.
A week or two later, the weir
was drained and then sealed
so that there would be
virtually no water flowing
into the Little Dam for a day
or so. Sand bags (kindly
loaned by the Kalamunda
SES) were positioned across
the stream above the Little
Dam wall to contain the
minor flow still present and
then a trench approximately
200 mm deeper than the
base of the wall and 500 mm
wide was dug. Then a stone
and cement ramp sloping
down from just below the
top of the wall to the back
(upstream side) of the
trench was created. This we
hope will both deflect some
of the force of heavy flows
over the top of the wall and
also provide a solid support
to the structure itself.
Recent heavy rain and the
resulting strong flows have
given it a fair test and it is
performing well.
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Our crew crow-barred the big wall section back into place.

Presto! Wall section back in place.
Note sand bagging at rear. An angled buffer wall on the upstream side was
added at a later date.

PROPAGATION
Terry and Carmel have continued with their propagation work, with assistance from many members over
the months. Combined with the potting up work done on the Baumea laxa from Mike Mansfield’s firebreak
, Carmel tells me we have over 1600 plants ready to be planted. In addition there are more which will need
a bit more time in the shade
houses and hopefully some
of those will be ready early
enough to go in this year.
Over and above our home
grown supply, we also have
more stock awaiting pick up
at two commercial nurseries.

Thanks to the hard work of our persistent propagators,
we now have a big stock of natives ready to plant.

Consequently Busy Bees will largely be centred on
planting for as long as it takes to get them all in the
ground. The survival of seedlings is very much related
to how soon we can get them in the ground and then
how long they have moist soils before summer hits and
growth slows or stops. The longer the in-ground period
before the soil dries out, the greater the chance that
the plants will be able to develop the strong root
systems they need to survive their first summer. We
are quite fortunate this year in that May has given us a
fairly solid drenching (over 150mls so far). I dug a
couple of dozen pilot holes just after the rain that fell
around the 23rd and 24th of May and the results are
quite encouraging. Any place where water could pool,
along creek lines etc. the soil is now moist at full
planting depths. In areas reliant on the rain soaking in
as it hits (ie no pooling) the soil was still dry for the
bottom half of most pilot holes. However the fact that
water had penetrated to about 50 mms is good news.
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Weeding is on-going. Here Steph pulls a giant
fleabane from our Baumia laxa resource area.

EROSION GULLY
In the last newsletter, I mentioned that the rock work in the erosion gully was almost, but
not quite, complete. That was completed by Ecojobs/Greenskills during April. Dick Parker
supplied the extra rock (laterite) required and also broke it up into the small sizes
required for this work – using a rock breaker on an excavator. So a big thanks for doing
that and making it possible for us to move on with the completion of that important
component of our Erosion Gully rehabilitation work.
This marks the completion of all the earthmoving, rock work side of the Erosion Gully
project. The woody weed removal component is also well under control and there are
now virtually no mature woody weeds left to eliminate. There are seedlings, and that will
be an ongoing commitment for some time to come but regular short bursts of hand
weeding will deal with those. The main task ahead of us now in the Erosion Gully project
is planting. We will get a good number in the ground this season and plan to complete the
planting and all other aspects of the project in 2023. The Erosion Gully project has been
made possible by funding from the Rivers and Estuaries Branch of DBCA who have
strongly supported and encouraged us throughout this important project. They have been
frequent visitors and inspected the site again in April. It has been a lot of hard work but
both parties are very pleased with the outcomes so far. Erosion has been halted and the
water flowing from this area into the brook is certainly much cleaner than it used to be.

PARKING

Thanks to the City of Kalamunda for resurfacing both gravel car parks in time for the Mother’s Day influx of
visitors. We greatly appreciate their assistance in matters such as this and we are grateful for the many times
they have supported us when we needed help.
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PUBLICITY AND RECRUITMENT
Early in April we finally managed to pick up the
items generously funded by our friends at DBCA
Parks and Wildlife. As many of you will be
aware, COVID played havoc with supply lines for
many commodities and we fell victim to it as
well. However we now have a nice gazebo, some
seats and a cooler.
The gazebo will be useful for our morning teas
at Busy Bees as well as serving as an enquiry
point for people passing by.
However it really comes into its own at
community events etc. where we have a stall.

Display boards - simple messages

We have now used it at the last two Busy Bees
and for our stall at the Kalamunda Garden Show
in late May. When decked out with our display
panels and photos, it really attracts a lot of
interest. Special thanks to Nick for all his hard
work sourcing these items.

As mentioned above, we recently had a stall at the Kalamunda Garden Show – the second time we
have attended this event. As was the case with the first one, it proved to be a very worthwhile exercise
with a lot of interest from the public. Having Costa from the ABC Gardening Show as the event’s main
drawcard certainly pulled in the numbers and we benefitted from that with increased exposure at our
stall. Thanks to everyone who manned the stall on the day and particularly to Nick for organising it all.

The new gazebo along with folding seats and a wheeled esky have made our morning tea a more
civilised affair. Note the wash station Right Rear.
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DIEBACK

The 2022 State NRM Community Grants were open recently and we have applied for a small grant to
assess Dieback over an area of approximately 75 hectares. The area covers all our project site plus land
to the west of the Falls. If approved, it will mean that we will know the Dieback status of all the bushland
in an east/west strip running from the eastern most point on Falls Road through to the housing adjacent
to Holmes Road in Forrestfield. In a north/south direction it runs from ridgetop to ridgetop across the
Lesmurdie Brook valley. This area was selected to best cover the high risk areas for operations on our
site and at the western end will abut land being assessed under a separate grant from State NRM and
being managed by the City of Kalamunda.

Grass tree struck by the plant disease Phytophthora cinnamomi (dieback)
Dieback data in, or near, our project area is extremely limited with a single assessment done over a
decade ago on just a small section below the Falls. So we really have no idea how great a threat it
presents to us. With the activities that we engage in as part of our work, we have the potential to
unwittingly spread the disease. We also have very high numbers of visitors using a comprehensive system
of trails throughout the area and therefore there is a constant threat that they could also be unwitting
“spreaders”. So we feel it is vital that we get a handle on this disease as quickly as we can. If successful,
funding will become available in early 2023 and we will contract the work out shortly after that.
This application is limited to just assessing whether Dieback is present and mapping any patches
found. We haven’t applied for any funding to deal with any Dieback found simply because there is no
basis yet for putting a budget together for that work. Until we know the extent of the problem we
can’t apply for funding for remedial works. So Dieback control and/or containment works are at least
two years away.
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Wirambi Landcare project.
Bat Survey
We recently received an email from Wirambi Landcare
about a project they hope to run that looks at bats and
Rakali. As many of you will know we have been working
with Walliston Primary School to build and install bat
boxes on our project site. The Wirambi project is looking
for sites where they can determine the presence of bats
based on recording their calls. The recordings are used
not just to detect bats in general but also to determine
which species are present. We felt that this project would
fit very nicely with our work and have put our site forward
for consideration.

Gould's Wattled Bat

Rakali (also known as Native Water Rats)

are also an interesting animal for us. We
have never seen any evidence of them on our
site in the time we have been operating
(about 10 years). However I remember seeing
a roadkill back in the 70’s on Orange Valley
Road - so not very far away. Their reintroduction to Lesmurdie Brook would be a
welcome addition to the diversity of species
on site. However, before any introduction
could be contemplated, we would need to
assess the area's ability to sustain them in
the longer term. Part of that would be
ensuring that there is both suitable cover and
food. The cover is probably already suitable
due to our extensive creek revegetation
program. On food, we have a healthy
population of Gilgies and we have plans to
introduce Carter’s Freshwater Mussels in the
near future. Combined with aquatic insects
and some plant intake, it would seem there
might be enough to sustain them.
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KALAMUMDA GARDEN FESTIVAL MAY 2022
REPORT

from Nick Underwood
In the face of wild weather and despite staffing shortages due to covid and travel arrangements, our
stand at the Garden festival was a great success.
On this occasion we were positioned in the area uphill from the stage near the trees and facing a group
of stands where last time there were none (probably due to the presence of the bearded wonder from
the garden show - wonder if he Costa lot)
On our stand under the new gazebo we had Terry and Carmel doing their re-potting thing and, new for
this show, Marie making wildflower seed cakes with the kids. During the few hours of the show, Marie
and the enthusiastic kids who came to our stand turned 100 seed packs (created by Marie in advance)
into 400 seed cakes to take home and plant. This was a big effort from Marie, a big hit with the kids and
drew a lot of people to the stand to check out our display. Activities like these provided by Terry, Carmel
and Marie are an essential drawcard for getting people to our stand and in to check out our story. Terry
mentioned there were a lot of people who had no idea of Lesmurdie Falls and were very impressed with
our efforts. So from an awareness perspective the show worked well for us and those who worked the
stand collected 21 names and contacts for us to add to our ever - growing email list and the potential for
more hands on deck at future busy bees.
By 1.30pm the sky grew darkly ominous
and with the first splatter the crowds
scattered as did the stallholders to get
everything packed up before the big dump.
A huge thank you to everyone who helped
out on the day - Dick, Marie, Terry and
Carmel for helping set up and work the
stand, Terry Shuker and Margie Parkinson
for working the stand in those crucial mid day hours and Dick and Angie for coming
back for a soaking in the frantic packing up.
Looking forward to the Spring show under,
hopefully, Sunny skies.
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Florabundance
Featured this issue Isotoma hypocrateriformis (Woodbridge Poison) - small but an interesting one.
In the early days of the Swan River Colony,
stock were dying when grazing native
pastures. Due partly to European
perceptions about what a poison plant
should look like, progress in identifying the
plant or plants responsible was slow.
Eventually two plants were singled out –
York Road Poison (Gastrolobium calycinum)
and Woodbridge Poison (Isotoma
hypocrateriformis). York Road Poison (and
other species of Gastrolobium) was
eventually identified as the culprit and
Woodbridge Poison was cleared at the time.
However the poison moniker stuck and the
plant is apparently now known to contain
toxic alkaloids.

Isotoma hypocrateriformis is an attractive, small,
single stemmed plant up to 60 cms tall but usually
much shorter. On our site specimens rarely exceed
30cm. Flowers are usually white or blue and
appear from September through to as late as
January. It is an annual and is unusual in that the
fleshy stem often starts dying from the base
upwards while still flowering. It is not uncommon
to see plants in full flower, and looking very
healthy, while the stem at ground level has
completely dried out. Presumably what is
happening is that the plant is directing resources
into the flowers to ensure maximum seed
production. As it often grows in pretty tough areas
where soils dry out quickly once the rains stop,
perhaps this is a strategy to ensure that it can still
flower and set seed even if the soil is too dry to
sustain it.
Its distribution over our site is patchy and some of
the best spots to find it are on top of the ridges.
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THEN AND NOW...
You are cordially invited to a picnic at Manning’s
Falls this weekend.
from Carmel Ballinger
This could have been an invitation from the 1890s. The falls became known as “Manning’s Falls” taking
the name from JD Manning who took up 1000 acres extending from the foot of the hills on Yule Brook up
the scarp to Connor Road at this time. To get to the Falls, you could have taken Mr Manning’s route up
the escarpment from Station Road in Welshpool, through private property and bushland. Crystal Brook
Road was too steep for ponies to tackle and proved problematic for buses for years to follow. Of course,
you may have been one of the hundreds of visitors who travelled up the ZigZag Railway to stay at one of
the numerous guest houses or just made a day trip to see the wildflowers and enjoy a cup of tea at one
of the tea-houses.

On the way to the falls 1922 (Izzy Orloff) – State
Library of Western

The Lesmurdie Falls have been a drawcard for
visitors and flower lovers since these Swan
River Colony days. In 1839, German botanist
Ludwig Preiss was taken 'to botanize in a
picturesque glen in the Darling Range, where
there was a waterfall 100 feet high. This locality
proved so rich in plants that Preiss returned to
it the following day accompanied by a native
woman to help carry home his loads of
specimens.' (Cala Munda: a home in the forest
by John Slee and Bill Shaw. Kalamunda, Shire of
Kalamunda, 1979)

Pagotto Orchard Lesmurdie.From Falls Rd looking West. Original House
on right and pump house in the distance about 1952
Proudly Sponsored by:
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Mr Manning cleared 30
acres on each side of Yule
Brook (Lesmurdie Brook)
where he planted an
orchard of soft fruit and
citrus and built a fourroomed cottage. This
orchard was later sold to the
Pagotto family who
continued and expanded
fruit and vegetable growing.
Another household orchard
was established west of the
weir, probably in 1940s.
Many years of neglect
allowed the fruit trees to
revert to their original root
stock. Our Friends group
had discussions about the
practicability of restoring
the orchard with heritage
fruit trees but it was
decided to pay homage to
this history by replanting
the area with almond trees.
These will create a beautiful
display of flowers in spring
and will provide food for the
cockatoos and birds in the
area.

Pagotto Orchard, about 1952, Falls Road, Lesmurdie. Mixed
vegetables, mainly cauliflower, potatoes and beetroot planted
between the fruit trees. Original house built by Mr Manning in 1902.
Pic ref: 365400.

Aerial view of Pagotto Orchard, Falls Road, Lesmurdie, 1965.Photos
show main original house surrounded by orchard. The bottom right
photo shows Tony and Maria Pagotto's new house in the bottom left
corner and Wally Fears' house at top centre. Wally Fears grew tulips
in his back yard down to the creek. Pic ref: 365404
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WEED ALERT!
Genista linifolia

This issue's weed alert is for Genista linifolia or Flaxleaf Broom – a Weed of National Significance
(WONS). Originally from Europe it is yet another pest that was originally brought in as a garden
ornamental. The fact that it is an attractive small shrub with bright yellow flowers in Spring is almost
certainly part of the reason it has spread as widely as it now has. Unfortunately if they don’t know how
damaging it can be, people are more likely to take it home and plant it, than weed it.
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Mature G. linifolia produce
a large crop of seed every
year and the seed
germinates so prolifically
that it can create a lawn
effect. Hopefully this will
mean that soil seed banks
of this weed will be
exhausted relatively
quickly but I am yet to see
evidence of this.

The heavy germination
ensures that colonisation of
areas occurs very rapidly and
often results in the
elimination of all competition.
It is this feature that
particularly concerns us with
regard to our site.

It is now widespread in the City of Kalamunda
and, up until a few years ago, we had a
developing problem with this weed within our
project area. We have now removed all the
mature bushes that we know about but there
is every chance that there are one or two that
have escaped our notice. It is critical that we
find these last mature (and therefore seed
producing) plants if we are to keep our site
“clean”. So please keep an eye out for this
species when you are walking in the park.
Known locations where mature plants have
been removed are regularly checked and new
seedlings removed. If you let me know where
you have found it, I will be very happy to do
the removal part. We really can beat this one
if we are vigilant.
The City of Kalamunda have decided to tackle this weed and have applied for funding to assist with that.
Last year they removed most of the plants in the Fred Eversden Reserve (just up Falls Road near the
school). That was important for us, as a major population that close to our site would have been of great
concern. As far as I know there are no Genista in the area between the Fred Eversden Reserve and our site,
which makes it a very useful buffer zone.
As it is a Weed of National Significance, we can all assist in our own small way in eliminating this weed
from our area completely. If it is present on your property, please consider removing it if you can bear to
do so. Even better, spread the word and see if together we can’t reduce its impact. We don’t want to upset
people but if we can bring them along with us, much can be achieved.
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SEEKING A BALANCE
Policy Insight

From time to time the issue of revegetation vs public access comes up. So I thought it would be worthwhile to
state the path we have been following so far, both for clarification and to encourage debate if that is needed.

Pathways connect with the creek at various points of significance.

National Parks and Regional
Parks near major cities
function quite differently from
those that are located in more
remote regions. On our site in
Lesmurdie we look after land
falling into both types of parks
and our visitation rates can be
as high as thousands per day
at the peak of the season. Not
only are our visitor numbers
high but those visitors are
crammed into a very small
area. Therefore finding a
balance between the needs of
visitors and the need to
protect the flora and fauna is
potentially challenging.

The upper Lesmurdie Falls area has also been subject to considerable clearing in the past – prior to the
resumption by the Government in the 60’s,70’s and 80’s of private residential properties lying within the
current park boundaries. The resumptions, and demolition of the buildings, meant that the upper Lesmurdie
Falls area was left with large areas which had been stripped of native vegetation (mainly adjacent to the
brook) at the time we started our work.
The Lesmurdie Brook runs
through the site but in 2013 was
little more than a degraded drain.
It was visually unattractive,
choked with weeds over much of
its length and denuded
elsewhere. So it contributed little
to the native flora of the area and
it was poor habitat for native
fauna – aquatic or terrestrial.
We have always recognised that
the park is an area to be enjoyed
by as many people as possible.
However we also foresaw that it
would quickly lose its value, and
appeal, if we didn’t take steps to
protect and enhance the natural
vegetation and landform.
Proudly Sponsored by:
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Bespoke seating on high ground connects visitors to the canopy
and flora above the riparian zone.

The construction of quality paths has been very successful in reducing random wandering. That has seen a
big reduction in the damage that was occurring, and which would have continued to occur, without them.
In order to protect the stream and its values while still providing adequate access for visitors, we aligned
the paths so that they steered visitors away from sections of the stream and took them directly to the
stream at other points. The result is that we have sections of the brook that are “wild” and others where
visitors can interact more closely with the brook.
Revegetation
planting projects are
greatly complicated
by varying survival
rates across different
soil types and
topography.
Consequently we
have always planted
out at high densities
in an effort to
achieve thick cover
reasonably quickly.
Occasionally this can
mean that an area
becomes more
densely vegetated
than was originally
intended. Generally
this doesn’t matter as
the vegetation will
thin itself out
Some re-introduced natives have taken up serious residence - this one
naturally over time.
downstream from Guy's bridge
The only species where we are starting to have an ongoing overcrowding problem is in some areas where
we have planted a very robust sedge (Baumea articulata) and we may need to thin, or perhaps even
remove entirely, this species at a small number of locations. Parks and Wildlife are currently formulating
management plans that will cover Lesmurdie Falls National Park and Mundy Regional Park – as well as
other parks across the state. Once published, the Management Plan will provide a basis for much of our
future work. Parks and Wildlife share our concerns about the balancing of public access versus protection
of the natural environment, so we will be particularly interested in seeing how their Management Plan
addresses this issue.
It is, of course, DBCA’s Parks and Wildlife section that determines what we can and can’t do. So all planting
and any thinning programs are always cleared with them prior to work commencing. The same applied to
the alignment of the paths and considerable discussion took place prior to undertaking that project. Our
relationship with the Parks and Wildlife section has always been strong and remains so. We believe that the
strength of the partnership has been a major factor in the success of the works we have undertaken over
the last 10 years.
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SPONSORS
Just as we acknowledge that the project depends on the work done by our volunteers, we also recognise
that none of it would be possible without the essential funding and moral support we get from our
sponsors.
I would like to express our deep gratitude to our major sponsors, State NRM, Perth Region NRM, the
Rivers and Estuaries section of DBCA, the Rotary Club of Kalamunda, the City of Kalamunda,
Lotterywest, Bendigo Bank (Forrestfield and High Wycombe) and SG Enviro.
Our project is located within the Lesmurdie National Park and Mundy Regional Park, which come under
the control of the Parks and Wildlife section of the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and
Attractions. The Department was the catalyst for our formation in 2012 and has strongly supported us
ever since. We really value that support and particularly the trust that they have shown in us for over
nine years now.
The now defunct Lesmurdie and Districts Community Association (LDCA) was a wonderful partner for
many years and enabled us to raise considerable funding for improvements that weren’t covered by
either the NRM or
Rivers and Estuaries grants. Paths, bridges, earthworks, car parks, children’s climbing frames and more
– the Up the Creek (UTC) project.

The Kalamunda Men’s Shed partnered with us to build shade houses where we
could raise our own plants and where we could hold plants grown for us by
nurseries – prior to planting out. We greatly value our association with KMS and
hope it will continue and deepen for many years
If you are keen to know more about Kalamunda Mens Shed phone 08 9291 7172
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A B O U T

U S

Formed in Dec 2012 by a few like-minded people, the Friends of Upper Lesmurdie Falls Inc. have committed
themselves to helping to rehabilitate, improve the amenity and record the history of the area – which initially was badly
degraded by large infestations of weeds that had taken over and suffocated the native flora.
B U S Y

B E E S

Busy bees mornings are held on the 2nd Sunday of every month - tackling
weeding, stone work, propagating, planting, rubbish clearing, exotic tree
removal and maintenance work. We make sure there is always something for
all ages and abilities.
Everyone is always very welcome to join in - no experience or tools needed.

Want a fun morning at a busy bee for you or your family?
Contact us to find out the details.
And we always finish with a well catered morning tea thanks to Angie Parker!
C O N T A C T

U S

Any enquiry phone Mike: 0466 098 997 or Email: friendsofupperlesmurdiefalls@gmail.com
For latest events:
Facebook and
Instagram @friendsofupperlesmurdiefalls
More info visit our website: www.friendsofupperlesmurdiefalls.com.au

M A P
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